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adventures reaching the start; the
merit is that we are spared a check-
by-check account of the trail,
which no one would read. (To be
fair, the only report along such
lines which the Onsex ever
received, described by TO as "John
and Janet go hashing", was never
published, because it arrived too
late)

 With HdS away, choosing a
scribe is more hit-and-miss; today
you get a miss, namely me. I did do
the trail, and so in various ways did
everyone else; Shagger was
exceptionally adroit in indicating
short cuts, so that all those present
really did spend time on flour. And
of course Bob the Slob has taken us
round Bletchingley before, so that
most of us knew where we were and
where we should go.

 On the other hand Shagger was
parsimonious with the flour; the
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blobs were few, small, and far flung,
with some solutions immense
distances from the check. This
defeated even the tireless Silent
Knight, who at the fourth check
went where the hare had set flour,
for perhaps 500 metres, without
finding any; Shagger had to give the
game away. Silent Knight was also
the only runner to imagine that the
check just north of the tunnel
beneath the M25 might have a
solution still further north - with a
climb of the North Downs to follow?
(hoo-bloody-ray! Did we lose him?
-ed) Everyone else read this
correctly as a back check. In
consequence we spent much of the
remaining trail in pursuit not of SK,
but of GG (welcome back Gerry!)
who was short-cutting with
shameless success. Using what he
calls his brains.

 SH3 do not count hashers, either

at the start or the finish - I
suppose we should, but as the only
people who ever get seriously lost
are those who accompany GG on
an off-day for short-cutters, we
would perhaps be wasting our time.
To amuse myself on the Vimy
Ridge while we awaited the coach,
commandeered (no! donated by
Teq! -ed) by the battlefield guide, I
did count those present when
Groin Biter and Chunderos led us in
Father Abraham. 20. And 15 with
the guide, but 8 of those had
nothing to do with SH3. And in
Scud's Morris Dance hash, another
15 of our regulars. Of whom there
are some 80 - fortunately for our
finances there are more paid-up
members than that - so that on a
good day fewer than half our
regulars are doing trails. Agreed,
this is the holiday season. But how
often do we have over 40 on any
given trail? (and what do you
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As the numbering system of our
hash goes on towards 1793 and
1794 - The Terror - shall we evoke
further parallels from French
history? We shall not. Just as the
bicentenary of 1789 included the
following years, which when they
happened were left unmarked ( in
1971 the centenary of the
Commune was wrapped in total
oblivion - after all, those murdered
when the Commune fell, who
greatly outnumbered all the victims
of the Terror, were just ordinary
Joes, not the well-to-do and
famous) so SH3 will draw a decent
veil over these bloody events.

 When Hans der Schwanz finds a
scribe (and anxiously verifies that
his scribe has actually turned up),
he usually selects someone who has
not really done the trail at all. The
downside is that we then get what
the scribe ate for breakfast, and her

expect with you front running
bastards streaking off leaving
middle/back runners and new
comers like non-entities to be
avoided? But all know, and ignore,
my opinions. - ed)

 I here salute as front runners
(well there IS a suprise! -ed) on this
trail Dormouse, whose guesses were
often accurate, Sir Ray (who, I
believe had noticed the solution to
the first check on his way to the
Plough), and at one interesting
check, Spingo and Lord Raleigh,
whose attempt deserved success.
The RA gave Shagger a second
down-down for not including a
drink-stop where Spingo had given
us one some weeks ago (the
locations of the check circles, and
- almost - the solutions were
identical).

 Bumble announced with pride
that his personal trainer had been
very impressed to see authentic

mud from the Vimy Ridge on his
running shoes.

 running shoes. (Those there will
remember a stretch of trail, after the
Memorial, with some very sloppy
shiggy, this in a dry July. I shudder to
imagine November on a shell-torn
field.....)

 As a returner we greeted a sun-
tanned Sabrina.

 Forthcoming attractions. On Friday
28th August we shall complete the
great 160-mile Thames Path walk: to
join us, contact Mrs Robinson.

 The family picnic is on September
6th , on Thursley Green, where we did
it very happily two years ago: bring
your own food.

 Next week's hare is the OCH3 GM,
Desperate Dan: this will be a good
occasion to discover how many of
them, and of our own hash, are going
to the Isle of Wight during the first
weekend in October. We need your
names! And your deposits!

 FRB
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Run 1791

Date 09 Aug

Hare Desperate Dan

Venue Walton-0n-the-Hill

On-On Bell aka The Rat

OS/SSA TQ226556 / 100G1 (old !)

Postcode KT20 7UJ

ScribeDirections:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

M25J8 A217 N Sutton. 2nd Roundabout take 2nd
exit sp Tadworth, Walton on the Hill. Continuue into
Walton on the Hill. Turn right just before pond. Bear
left at fork, park behind pub at top of track.

1792 16-Aug Bob the Slob & Sir
Raymond - joint run with
Coulsdon W&NK

Old Coulsdon

1793 23-Aug FO Carole & Mrs.G

1794 30-Aug Lord Raleigh Beare Green?

1795 06-Sep First-On & Lo Profile -
Family PicNic

Thursley Rec.

Upcoming Goodnesses.......

06-Sep Family picnic hash: Thursley on the Green "Under The
Spreading Chestnut Tree". Hash are providing the booze,
Hashers bring own food.

Sept  10-12 Weekend biking hash event in Sherwood Forest.
Food,  drink, T-shirts, £75.  Bunks available £10. Info and Rego
form at www.nashbash2010.co.uk

3-Oct Surrey H3 Vineyard  weekend on the Isle of Wight .

29-Nov  Run 1807. SH3 is hosting the 2009 CAMRA beerfest at
Peaslake.  Hall is booked! 3 Beers, 4 wines, 6 Honeys, Festive
nosh - £6.

27,27,28 Nov Saigon 1,000th  www.saigonh3.com for details.

Have these been done? - I don’t remember them......

If a deaf person swears, does his mother wash his hands with
soap and water?

If someone with multiple personalities threatens to kill him-
self, is it considered a hostage situation?

Is there another word for synonym?

Where do forest rangers go to "get away from it all?"

What do you do when you see an endangered animal eating
an endangered plant?

What if there were no hypothetical questions?


